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“Our commercial renderings in the shop were based on the limitations of the earlier stages of photo-engraving processes, and, though these processes improved rapidly, our employers still held us down to a primitive technique. Naturally we longed for a greater freedom and more flexibility in our handling.”  

Charles William Jefferys

Wood engraving was the dominant medium for book illustration just after the mid-nineteenth century. A Tale of the Sea (1) was a collaborative effort by four members of the short-lived Society of Canadian Artists. Of the four, Henry Sandham not only drew but also engraved his illustrations. Sandham’s experience with engraving as well as drawing stood him in good stead in his career. Although most artists did not engrave their own designs, success depended on their understanding of what an engraver could and could not reproduce. One painter with such an appreciation was Lucius O’Brien, president of the Royal Canadian Academy, who co-ordinated the work of several artists on the illustrations for Picturesque Canada (2). O’Brien included many of his own images, but the scarcity of Canadian artists with suitable experience led to the project employing a number of Americans, which ruffled feathers in some quarters. Often, the artist’s role within the illustration process was quite humdrum. Henry Sandham supplied images for Siberia and the Exile System (5), which was published in New York. Reworking someone else’s photographs to his own design, which was then engraved by a third person, Sandham was but one agent in the process of getting the image onto paper.

The 1880s comprised a decade of changes in technology, and subsequent challenges for the illustrator. In 1883, the artist William Brymner produced some fairly primitive line illustrations for Shanty, Forest and River Life in the Backwoods of Canada (6). Sixteen years later, his illustrations for the novel Bonhomme (7) were reproduced in half-tone and exhibit far more freedom and fluency. In the same year, Quebec painter Ozias Leduc entered into an unusual collaboration with his friend Ernest Choquette, in which the text and images of Claude Paysan (8) were conceived at the same time. Most of Leduc’s illustrations display the same distinctive sensibility as his paintings.

Technological developments coincided with changes in taste, beginning with book design rather than illustration as such. In 1892, Montreal was the venue for an exhibition of illustrations by the British artist Walter Crane. Crane’s catalogue preface takes aim at the “facile, sketchy and rather vicious” illustration style of the 1860s, recommending instead, “strong definite outlines with brush or pen, and flat bright colors.” A comparison
of the design elements in *The Last Ride Together* (10, 11), by the American designer Margaret Armstrong, with the more conventional illustrations by the prolific Canadian artist and illustrator Frederick Simpson Coburn, demonstrates the contrast in approach.

Greater integration with the text is evident in the illustrations (or “decorations”) by George A. Reid for *Away from Newspaperdom* (16), and in Alfred Howard’s designs for a book of poetry by Duncan Campbell Scott entitled *Via Borealis* (17). Howard was an example of a new breed of artist-designers in various media, including illuminations and wallpaper, and was an active exhibitor with the Toronto Art Students’ League, which published distinctive calendars between 1893 and 1904 (18). Robert Holmes also exhibited with the League: his luminous illustrations for *Rambles of a Canadian Naturalist* (19) carry hints of japonaiserie.

An alternative trend in Canadian book illustration at the beginning of the twentieth century was toward the imagination of history. *A Daughter of New France* (20) included work by painters noted above, William Brymner and George Reid, as well as a younger painter who was to become especially associated with the imagery of Canadian history, Charles W. Jefferys. Brymner’s original design was apparently intended as a mural, and the other two artists were also involved in historical mural painting; a work by Jefferys, for example, adorns the Château Laurier in Ottawa.

Alfred Howard’s designs for *Via Borealis* had attracted the praise of J.E.H. MacDonald, the Group of Seven artist most closely involved in book design. All members of the Group involved themselves in book design or illustration at one point or another, as did their mentor Tom Thomson. This, however, was still in the future. In 1909, when Lawren Harris illustrated *Going Down from Jerusalem* (21), his attractive oil sketches were seen as independent works of art, unrelated to the design of the book itself.
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